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Outdoor Canopy

With both pedestrians and vehicles using the same space in a parking garage, it is 
essential to create a safe environment and unrestricted lighting to all areas. The SLI 
Disqus Series visually comfortable parking garage luminaire, is designed to minimize 
glare and save money with it’s built in smart controls, making it the premier solution to 
effectively and efficiently illuminate an entire parking garage

Visually Enhanced Design
The smooth curved polycarbonate lens design of the Disqus Series reduces glare and 
distraction for drivers and pedestrians alike. Using high count LED technology, this 
round, aesthetically pleasing luminaire further reduces glare by diffraction of light using 
a specialised Fresnel optic lens creating a more uniform and visually comfortable 
environment.

Specialized Optics
Offering specialized optics, the SLI Disqus Series is the most complete package for 
parking garage projects. Not only is light directed light downward on the work plane 
but also sideways across the roof eliminating dark spots and providing uniform 
illumination. Remove the Fresnel lens and the Disqus Series can be doubled-up as a 
low bay fixture

Energy Savings Done Smart
With its one piece die cast, corrosion-resistant ADC12 aluminium housing, the SLI 
Disqus keeps both the LEDs and LED drivers running cool, allowing it to deliver over 
120 LPW even at its highest lumen package configuration. This outstanding 
performance translates into 80% energy savings when replacing 150W metal halide. 
Greater energy savings can be had by combining the microwave sensor linkage 
control option. The SLI Disqus Series also qualifies for DLC, allowing end users to 
maximize utility rebates. The result is significant energy savings and maximum rebate 
dollars offering a quick payback period of fewer than three years and a substantial 
return on investment.

■  Glare reducing optics
■  Downwards and sideways 

distribution
■  4,800 – 12,000 lumen packages 
■  Up to 120 LPW
■  IP65 vandal resistant PC lens
■  Integrated motion sensor and 

control options 
■  Replaces 150W+ MH luminaires
■  12 years (100,000+ hours) 

expected service life 
■  Up to 120 LPW
■  DLC qualified product and eligible 

for utility rebates

Learn more about out Disqus LED Series at www.sunledind.com

Performance Summary:



DISQUS SERIES Glare Free Parking Garage Luminaire

Disqus 40 Disqus 60 Disqus 80 Disqus 80

Lumens (4000K) 4,800 7,200 9,600 12,000

Watts 40W 60W 80W 100W

LPW 125 125 125 125

Learn more about our Disqus Series at www.sunledind.com

Surface Mount Pendant Mount Linkage Illumination

Mounting Options Control Options

Modular design feature separates 
the back plate and fixture housing 
making installation quick and easy  

Microwave motion 
sensor control

Specialised Fresnel lens optics create a 
more uniform and visually comfortable 

distribution to parking garage areas
  

Elegant midnight black finish 
(optional silk white)

Housing construction made of 
durable corrosion resistant die-cast 
ADC12 aluminum

Using the latest high brightness 
technology, high count LEDs 
produce more usable light whilst 
eliminating glare 

Curved smooth polycarbonate 
diffuser is vandal-resistant, IP65 
weatherproof sealed and corrosion 
proof
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